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2. The Triumph of ‘Jim Crow’, 1883-c.1900 
  
2.1 Disenfranchisement 
 
Alongside Jim Crow laws, Southern governments sought to restore white 
supremacy by excluding African Americans from voting. By 1900, only 3 percent 
of Southern black men could vote.  
 
This exclusion of voters was achieved in a number of ways.  
 
State laws to disenfranchise black Americans  
 
States used a variety of different legal means to exclude blacks voters. For instance:  
 

- In 1890, turnout among black voters in Arkansas was 71%. After a poll tax 
was introduced, that number fell to 7%.  

- In 1892, South Carolina introduced a literacy qualification for voting  
- In 1898, Louisiana introduced ‘grandfather clauses’ to help poor white 

Americans who could not pay the poll tax or pass the literacy test. The clause 
stated that if a voter’s ancestor had voted before Reconstruction, they would 
be entitled to the vote. In 1896, it was estimated 130,000 black Americans 
could vote. By 1904 that number was around 1,300.*  

- Literacy and income qualifications were introduced in: South Carolina 
(1895), Louisiana (1898), Alabama and Virginia (1902) and Georgia (1908). 
(In 1900, 2.5 million Southern black Americans were illiterate.) 

- By 1915, nearly all Southern states had introduced voting qualifications  
 
During this period, voting among black Americans in the South dropped around 65 
per cent. For white Americans, the drop was 26%.  
 
 

Black voters in Louisiana  

Year Number of black 
voters  

1896 130,334 

1904  1,400 

1910 730 
 
* It is worth noting that the NAACP (National Association for the Advancement of 
Colored People) successfully had the Grandfather Clause ruled unconstitutional by 
the Supreme Court, one of the first victory against Jim Crow laws.  
 
Case Study: Mississippi’s new state constitution 
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In 1890, the state government appointed a 134 person delegation (133 of whom 
were white) to create a new state constitution. One delegate was quoted in The 
Jackson Clarion-Ledger as saying the single purpose of the new constitution was 
to exclude as many black voters as possible.  
 
This was achieved in the following ways:  
 

- Article 12 imposed a new $2 poll tax for voter registration. This 
disproportionately affected black Mississippians, many of whom lived in 
poverty.  

- A literacy test (requiring ability to recite and explain parts of the new state 
constitution) also disqualified many black Americans as 60% in 1890 were 
illiterate  
 

The effect was profound. Before 1890, 67% of Mississippi’s registered voters were 
black. After the new constitution came into force, that number plummeted to 5.7%. 
This lasted until the 1960s.  
 
Violence and intimidation 
 
Violence and intimidation against black Americans was widespread. This made it 
hard for black Americans to stand up to segregation or, for the few still eligible to, 
exercise their vote.  
 
Lynching = a 19th century definition would define lynching as violence sanctioned 
or endorsed or carried out by a neighborhood or community acting outside the 
law 
 
Below are a key few facts about violence during the period:  
 

- In the 1890s, there were an average of 187 lynchings of black Americans 
per year, or over 3 per week. The majority were in the South.  
 

- Often hundreds of white Americans turned up to watch  
 

- In 1893, 10,000 people turned up to watch the lynching of Henry Smith 
(below), who had allegedly murdered a four year old girl. The girl’s father 
tortured Smith with hot irons, burning his skin and then poking his eyes 
out. Smith was then covered in oil and burned alive.  
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Case Study: Lynching in Arkansas  
 
(Source: ‘Bullets and Fire: Lynching and Authority in Arkansas, 1840-1950’, Guy 
Lancaster, University of Arkansas Press, 2017, 62-67) 
 
During the 1890s, according to one African American professor, ‘lynching fever 
gripped the South, spreading like cholera’.  
 
Malcolm Argyle, a black preacher, wrote to a friend in Pennsylvania the 1890s, 
describing the violence: ‘All over the state, blacks were being murdered by whites: 
some being strung up to telephone poles, others burned at the stake; and still others 
being shot like dogs. In the last thirty days there have not been less than eight 
colored persons lynched in this state.” 
 
In Arkansas in the 1890s, 102 people were lynched, 78% of whom were black and 
the remaining 22% of whom were white. Historian Grif Stockley called the 1890s 
‘open season on Arkansas blacks’.  
 
It is worth noting the widespread misconception that lynchings were carried out by 
the Klan. In fact, according to Nancy Snell Griffith:  
 

Many Arkansas lynchings were committed by mobs of local citizens, 
sometimes described as prominent men, who were totally unmasked. 
According to published reports, a number of these lynchings, 
however horrible, were orderly and caused little concern in the white 
community.   
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Ida B. Wells 
 
Ida B. Wells  was a black activist who studied and campaigned against lynching. 
For some, she was the mother of the civil rights movement.  
 
In 1889 she founded her own anti-segregation newspaper called the Free Speech 
and Headlight, which she published in Memphis. A mob smashed her newspaper 
office in 1892, although this failed to deter Wells from campaigning.  
 
Wells spent a lot of time investigating lynching. She was motivated partly by the 
murder of her friend, Thomas Moss. As the Guardian describes it:  
 

In 1892 three black men, co-owners of a store giving white businesses a run for 
their money, were attacked, fought back and were arrested. They never stood 
trial. A white mob broke into the jail, dragged them away and lynched them. 
 
The murders were grieved by their friend Ida B Wells, an African American 
teacher, journalist, civil rights pioneer and suffragist about whom it was once 
said: “She has plenty of nerve; she is as smart as a steel trap, and she has no 
sympathy with humbug.” 

 
Armed with a pistol and her own ferocity, she toured the South, investigating how 
widespread was the practice.  
 
This took some bravery. As a journalist recently described in the New York Times 
Magazine:  
 

There was no protection from the law for a black woman who was going 
into territories where black people had been stolen from the jail and 
lynched with the help of law enforcement. 

 
These places would have been hostile to a black person questioning 
these communities at all, but think about the types of emotion in a 
community that has just lynched someone and strung their body up for 
public display and then to have a black woman come in there asking 
questions. One has to ask: ‘Would I have the courage to do that?’ There 
was no help that was going to come for you. There was no protection 
from the law. Black folks didn’t even have a lot of legal rights and they 
certainly didn’t have much protection from law enforcement. 

 
In 1892, she published a pamphlet entitled ‘Southern Horrors: Lynch Law in 
All Its Phases’. In it she argued that accusations of rape were an excuse to lynch 
blacks who could potentially challenge or threaten the position of white Americans.  
 
Wells published a more detailed (over 100 pages long) account called ‘The Red 
Record’ in 1895 which explored the record of lynching since Reconstruction. The 
pamphlet did a great deal to raise awareness of lynching, particularly in the North.  
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In her studies she concluded that an African American could be lynched for talking 
disrespectfully to a white person, slapping a white boy, being too prosperous or 
being indebted to a white person. The most common excuse for lynching was a 
rumour that a black man had raped a white woman.  
 
Wells’ work gained her praise from other prominent activists such as Frederick 
Douglass. She also completed two speaking tours of Europe during the 1890s, 
where her accounts of lynching shocked her audiences.  
 
In 1909 she was a founding member of the NAACP, although was later ousted for 
being too ‘radical’.  
 
By her later years, her influence was beginning to wane. Her ambition for a federal 
anti-lynching war had failed and her autobiography remained unfinished.  
 
Michelle Duster, her great granddaughter, wrote:  
 

She went out with a whimper. She was almost obsolete. She writes 
in her autobiography that there was a generation who didn’t know 
who she was and didn’t know about lynching. She wrote the book to 
stop it being forgotten. 

 
 
She died in 1931 at the age of 68.  
 

     
  
 


